
Keynote Presentation 

Tom Hudson, Kim and Charles Githler, Andrew Busch, Brian Bergley, Sam Stovall, Martin Pring, Steve Forbes and 
Jim Jubak 

1. http://www.moneyshow.com/video/?type=webcasts  
2. 1980 stock market overlays today.  Dow Jones Industrial Average goes to 14,390 and drop like “hell”! 
3. www.andrewbusch.com Currency newsletter 
4. Fabian gold report uses the 125 day moving average 
5. Biotechs have tax breaks to keep money oversees. 
6. Bear ETF’s on new market highs, so buy calls on these 
7. UUP, US Dollar, is where people flock to in times of uncertainty. 
8. Health stocks volatile with the Obamacare vote coming.  Rule, yes it will be made void. 
9. Unemployment below 8.0% means Obama wins and over 8.5% means Romney wins.  The presenters 

suggested www.shadowstats.com since John Williams used to work in the government and uses the old 
way to determine the data.  We have a 63.5% participation rate in jobs, which is disappointing to all 
presenters. 

10. Becky’s Comment NOTE: Oil prices down will affect CPI and things will look better in less than two 
months.  Unemployment insurance is cutting the number of weeks people are eligible for 
unemployment; therefore, the rate will go down.  Talk is in the works to also change how the numbers 
are calculated so that they will work out to the advantage of less unemployment.   

11. Andrew Busch currency winners are AUD, NZD, CHF, ZAR, JPY, SGD, CAD, NOK, SEK, TWD 
12. If Romney wins stocks rise like mad. 
13. Sam Stovall Small caps outperform large caps.  Emerging Markets are the best winners.  S&P price 

earnings suggest where we might go.  He prefers buying stocks to bailing on stocks when a 7% drop.  
BUY BUY BUY.  SPHQ high quality yield, SDY S&P dividends and SPLV low volatility index.  May to 
October go to consumer staples, healthcare and the defensive sectors.  November to April, buy chap 
after the October sell offs.  Be in the S&P 500.  Watch sector rotations.  We will reach 1475 as QE2 will 
be soon.  Dividends matter.  Dow will be at 15,014 by October.  US Natural Gas does not have much 
upside left, check TGP.  Oil is at support due to the risk off trade.  SDRO Seadra II.  Stock buyback 
companies do better than others. Be in 10% large cap and 5% small cap.  Global companies based in 
Europe TOTA (France) and German manufacturers.   

14. Martin Pring 6 more years and a 30% decline is possible.  Stable or falling gently commodity prices = 
rising market.  Unstable or rising fast commodities – market falls.  Once our current bear gold and oil 
prices ends, the market will rise.  DJPRING = Dow Jones Pring Business Cycle.  This is a new ETF that is 
coming.  www.pringturner.com or www.pring.com .  Declining rates, trade with the Fed!  Buy stocks 
when 3 month paper yield is < 12 month moving average.  Buy when equities > average moving average. 

a. Yield 0% - 3% rise Stocks 1.0% rise 
b. Yield 3% -4% rise Stocks rise 1% per month 
c. Yield 4% - 5% Stocks still rise 
d. 5% - 6% Stocks quit rising 

15. Europe is to implode.  There is no easy solution in Greece, but it may or may not leave the Euro.  Be 
positioned to move to safety with your money quickly, whatever that means for you.  Everyone is selling 
gold, which means capital expenditure on gold, may not be as strong as previously thought.  America is 
in deep trouble fiscally and no solutions in site.  Even Congress will take no action during the lame duck 
session. 
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Investor’s Business Daily 

1. Look up…determine overhead supply….they want to sell when you buy. 
2. 10 and 40 week simple moving averages and 50 and 200 day simple moving averages.  Above is bull and 

below is bear.  Closing below any of these is institutional selling. 
3. Relative Strength Index RSI rises with the price move or before it. 
4. Volume should be positive for up moves.  Also use the 50 day moving average on your volume to show 

higher than average buying.  Volume above the 50 DMA means institutional buying or selling. 
5. Look at the overall direction of the market, up trending, sideways or down trending. 
6. Gaps are dangerous…you cannot catch a falling knife. 
7. Range bound is dangerous – no man’s land. 
8. Price down in volume above the 50 day moving average means institutional selling. 
9. $35 is where stocks start to take off. 
10. Believe in buy high and sell higher. 
11. Becky’s comment:  Brian follows this as does Emilu Bailes, Options Animal Coach.  She makes most of 

her gains for the early year by Mid May and is somewhat out of the market for the summer.  They have 
meet-up groups around towns that discuss their CAN SLIM method. 

Chuck Butler Everbank 

1. China now has oil priced in other than U.S. dollars. 
2. China is buying gold and will be the reserve currency in years to come. 
3. Suggests that we diversify to other currencies to protect our wealth from dollar devaluation. 
4. Chuck.butler@everbank.com  

MSN Money’s Ronald Prichard, Jim Jubak, Anthony Mirhaydari and Jeffrey Reeves 

1. http://money.msn.com/top-stocks 
2. June 2012 we will lift due to bank actions on the market, and then we fall hard. 
3. AMZN is not making money, Facebook will be bust upon IPO sale, flip it then.  
4. DOW $810 is a buy and $880 – $890 sell it 
5. Apple $590 - $660 trade it over and over in this range. 
6. GGB  foreign steel company (materials sector), MTL, CX for emerging and energy.  I believe CX was a 

concrete company in Mexico.  Headline risk hits these hard and we are late in their cycle.  2013 – 2014 
materials will pick up speed.   

7. He likes TORAY for IRA’s, probably foreign company. And TLM oil plus LFL Latin America airlines, 
Goodyear GT, MGM, Alcoa AA, US Steel, Arch Coal ACI 

8. June gold will rise with bank announcements and changes.  Goldcorp rises less fast than other gold 
stocks. 
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Anthony Mirhaydari  

1. Anthony@edgeletter.com and www.edgeletter.com  
2. Velocity of M2 Money shows fear 
3. Use sector rotation vs. buy all and let it rise and fall 
4. Income focus would be the next best bet.  Right now dividends are better than treasury yields. 
5. Watch technical screens on www.stockcharts.com  
6. He prefers 9 and 30 day moving averages, PPO and ADX plus Bollinger band and elder impulse 
7. Compare consumer cyclical vs. consumer staples $CYC:XLP ….like CAT and F vs. Kraft and Walmart 
8. Read Graham’s The Intelligent Investor 

Mark Hulbert 

1. Beat the Market is his newsletter 
2. Companies that buy back stock and have the lowest price to sales ratio are his favorites. 
3. Value companies 
4. Most popular funds VFIIX, VWBHXI, VWINX, VWIGX, VFSTX, SPHIX, VIPSX which are generally Vanguard 

Funds 
5. Look up most shorted stocks to see what to sell. 
6. www.marketwatch.com/news/newsletters  

Tom and Dave Show 

1. Instead of 40 trades in 40 minutes, rise 10% of your portfolio and try a little higher risk to reward.  They 
still see an unmonitored spread position as riskier than a closely monitored naked position. 

2. AAPL sell 600 c sell 510 p .15 and .20 delta area 30 day option sell the strangle 
3. GM sell 10 puts 2 strikes OTM but the trade was gone due to Berkshire buys 
4. When firms raise margin then there is more risk on that instruments 
5. CHK sell put 
6. JPM (did not get trade, but probably was sell call credit spread) 
7. INDICATOR VVIX measures volatility on volatility.   
8. Sell calls on the VXX now. 
9. FSLR sell puts. 

Jim Jubak 

1. Inverse relationship dollar vs. gold and copper 
2. He likes foreign companies Rakuten, Sanrio and Seven & I 
3. Uncorrelated sector is biotech, check out VRTX, OGXI and AMLN  
4. Momentum AAPL and FFIV 
5. ARUN will move with applications for mobile devices. 
6. Jubak fund will be out later this year 
7. He watches the Dollar/Euro; Aussie Dollar for China moves and the Peso vs. U.S. Dollar. 
8. Growth is Brazil, Russia, India and Africa 
9. Currency countries are the countries with raw materials within them 
10. Favorites Norway, Australia, China, Brazil, Canadian dollar and Germany 
11. Currencies and metals are a hedge against the US dollar 
12. Views currencies as the total stock of the country.  Look to gold and silver. 
13. International equities but they need purchased in the local country. 
14. Buy Norway, Australia, Canada, Singapore and Reminani 
15. jubakpicks@gmail.com and www.jubakpicks.com  
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Doug Fabian  

His article - Gold 125 day moving average is what the Fabian Gold Plan is based around at it tells when it is time 
to get back into gold and/or move to gold mining stocks. www.dougfabian.com askdoug@dougfabian.com   

Axel Merk 

1. We are in risky times.  He discussed Europe and explained that German companies are strong and in 
spite of the weak Euro, Germany is healthy compared to others in the Euro.  Reason?  German quality.  
They are more price insensitive and can raise prices for their products. 

2.  He has a newsletter that describes what is happening in currency markets.   
3. Bond up then people flock to the International Bond Fund and International Cash 
4. Merkx Hard Currency Fund risk to the upside, so great during risk off times 
5. Merkx Asia Currency Fund has China exposure 
6. Absolute Return has no bias, so it is dollar negative 
7. Merkx S&P overlay with currencies 
8. www.merkfund.com  
9. Becky’s note – I receive his newsletter and it is of high quality. 

 

Las Vegas Money Sow May 14 – 17, 2012 

Comments and notes by Becky McClain 

Investors Business Daily 

 

Trade at your own risk.  Take no advice from 
me, since it can be dangerous to your fiscal 
health! 
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